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MORE BOOK OF MORMON EVIDENCE

awamericanANAw american paper of recent date the st louis globe democrat gives
an account of a relic of american antiquity this relic is said to be a
sword of bronze and hammered iron bearing inscriptions the character of
which is acknowledged to bobe chaldaic it was secured some seven years
ago by a curiosity dealer who purchased it from an indian in yucatan
and it is now the property of senor gonzale 31 moliner a resident of the
city of mexico who will soon lay it before the smithsonian institute A
full description of the the sword with its ancient writings is given in the
account to the latter day saints this discovery is not at all strange
though to the world in general it may be mysterious the paper com-
mentingmenting on this discovery says

there will shortly be presented to the savantssavanis of europe and america a
relic of antiquity rescued from the dust of the dim dawn of human life in
the western world which promises to at once throw light on the origin
of man in the western hemisphere and prove the open sesame to further
reading of the early races of the earth in the far east

it is with difficulty that one can suppress a smile on reading this com-
ment for more than sixty years the open sesame to the history of the
people who once dwelt on the american continent as well as the early
races of the far east so far as the american ancients are connected with
them has been in existence and has been offered to the world as a solution
to the mystery enveloping this ancient people but it has been rejected by
the majority that open sesame is the book of mormon

archaeologists are laboring assiduously to unearth relics supposed to bobe
hidden in the ruined cities of central and the northern part of south
america in the ancient mounds and in the habitations and tombs of the
cliff dwellers to them each discovery forms a key to a portion of the
history they seek the discovery of a sword bearing chaldean characters
is of the greatest value in their eyes but the discovery of a number of
gold plates covered with characters some of which may have been similar
if not identical with those found on the sword is considered of no value
this may seem a paradox but it is nevertheless true the cause for this
lies in the fact that the discovery of these plates was not a matter of
chance or accident and the translation of their inscriptions waswa1s not the
work of mans wisdom to be plainer joseph smith was guided by the
instructions of an angel to the spot where these plates lay hidden and
they were tradiitraiiitranslatedslated by the power of god instead of by the imperfect
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knowledge of the ancient languages possessed by miimilman todayto day for these
reasonsreasons that discovery has been and is still rejected

let us look at it from another point of view the sword recently dis-
covered even if the inscriptions upon it be read aright can indicate only
in an indefinatoindefinato way the origin of the people once occupying america it
can not give their history in any degree whatever in fact it will only
intensify the mystery inasmuch as it will destroy former theories of the
origin of the indians the book of mormon however tells us all that can
be desired it gives the names of two families that left jerusalem 600coogoo000

years before christ and were miraculously guided to the western coast of

south america where they took up their abode they were of israelitish
descent one family consisted of the father lehi his wife and four un-
married sons the other of the father ishmael his wife two sons and their
families and five daughters they were also accompanied by zoram a
servant of one of the fathers in israel on the american continent they
grew into a mighty people but dissensions hadbad arisen even on the
journey and these gradually grew into hatred the two oldest sons of

lehi rebelling two distinct people were thus formed one being called

lamanitesLamanites and the other nephitesNephites the lamanitesLamanites being wicked were
cursed by god and became a dark skinned people they were the pro
genitorsgenitorygenitors of the american indians the nephitesNephites were a white people that
became skilled in manufacture agriculture and architecture the two
peoples were most of the time at war with each other the nephitesNephites who
were generally defending themselves against Lamanitolamanite attacks finally
being exterminated god having forsaken them because they had dwindled
into unbelief and wickedness of all this the book of mormon informs us

it gives a history of the religion of these people of their wars with each
other of the coming of the savior of the upheavals and convulsions of
nature at the time of his crucifixion and death during which many of

their largest cities were buried in the earth of the saviors visit to this
people after his resurrection of the establishment of his church among
them of their extinction and the burial of their records all this is told by
the book of mormon it furnishes a complete history and clears all
mystery regarding the ancient inhabitants of america

the recent discoveries only serve to substantiate the book of mormon and
its descriptions of cities localities customs etc matters which in past
years have been ridiculed as impossible As recent discoveries in asia are
verifying the truth of the bible so these discoveries in america are adding
evidence to the truth of the book of mormon yet this latter the
greatest discovery of all is rejected

can we expect anything else I1 scarcely wewo see thousands abandoning
the gospel as taught in the scriptures and delving into the myths and
traditions of orientalreligionsoriental religions for what they call original truths rummag-
ing among the ruins of what once was in preference to accepting the plain
truth as given by the savior so todayto day we see the scientific world search-
ing among the ruins of cities built hundreds and thousands of years ago
to learn a little of americas ancient inhabitants in preference to accept-
ing their entire history at the hands of the instruments chosen by god to
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bring it to0 light but letthekletthe world go aninoninopinon in their endeavortpendeavoritoendeavor tpito getgt apat the
truth without the aid of revelation all that they do discover will bsomebiomebecome
simply additional evidence of the truth of the bookbooko oj mormon and the
latter day work begun in this century J Y B

IN the report of dr william wallace who has been among the indians in
southwestsouth west america he states that a newnow discovery of prehistoricpre historic relreirelicsreliesrellesicsacs was
made in the chaca canyon north western newnow mexico about seventy five
miles from san juan rivereiverelver among the party was an architect from pitts-
burg pa the doctor says we were traveling down the canyon which
is about half a mile wide when we came upon the largest prehistoric build-
ing I1 have everseeneverdeenever seen I1 have visited hundhundredsreds of ruins in colorado arizona
and new mexico but never saw anything approaching this one in size the
building is of elongated circular form and stands at the bottom of the canyon
the architect made careful measurement and we took a number of photo-
graphs of the ruins according to the architect the structure wasorimasoriwas origin-
ally

gingln
seven stories high and contained 1200 to 1400 rooms at the bottom

we found a number of underground rooms which are supposed to have
been places for holding secret meetings the building is yet five or sixsix
stories high in places and is in a remarkable state of preservation it will
well repay a most careful inspection by scientists as it is perhaps the
largest single ruin to be found on the continent it is further stated that
the party made a long search butbubbbub failed completely in locating the burying
ground of the strange people who lived in the canyon from experience
in finding the graves of the extinct race dr wallace is certain that the
people were not cremationists and that a rich find of pottery and aztecaztec
jewels will be made some day in the canyon his theory is that the peopeoplepie
buried their dead in caves of the cliffscliffs and sealed up the entrances so skill-
fully as to avoid detection he estimates that a city of 30000 inhabitants
centuries ago occupied the great building and its immediate vicinity

TPETHE deseret news says that thothe season in utah will be rememberememberedrememberredrea as
one of the most delightful and bounteous in her history the earlierearlieearlleeariler and
the later rains have not failed there has been heatbeat and sunshine enough
to produce teeming crops in field and orchard and yet not so much aass to
seriously oppress the inhabitant no one has needed to go north or into
the mountain tops seeking summer comfort for with the exhilarating
lake easy of access in the warmer days and the cool nights of evenoven the

i

hottest spell recuperation and rest have been furnished cheaply and
abundantly to all but contrast is sometimes necessary to cause a full
appreciation of ones own condition and for that reason the folfoifollowinsollowinfollowinglowin9 is
quoted from the springfield mass republican the story of this sum-
mer isis one of impoverished fields deteriorated crops dried up springs and
brooks and wells pastures that cannot fill the cows bags with milk plowmow
ings that scarcely furnish the barns with provender for the winter we
have had no rain in this region to amount to anything since the first of
may and all over the country in our temptemperateorate north american zone
there have been few spots where anything better can be said there have


